An analysis of fog and low stratus life-cycle regimes over central Europe
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Abstract
A better understanding of fog and low stratus (FLS) life cycles, in particular the typical onset and dissipation times, can help traffic safety and solar power planning. Besides its high dependence on the prevalent meteorological conditions, the FLS life cycle is further determined by the FLS type as well as the underlying geography and climate. While satellite-based FLS data sets with high temporal and spatial resolution are available, an objective, large-scale, satellite-based classification of FLS life-cycle regions, which would allow for more targeted analyses of the FLS life cycle, is lacking. In this study, a hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied to identify regions of similar relationships of the FLS life cycle to environmental conditions over central Europe. The clustering reveals major FLS life-cycle regimes with distinct differences in FLS occurrence, temporal FLS life-cycle patterns, and climatic characteristics. Based on regime-specific sensitivity analyses, the relationships of the FLS life cycle with near-ground temperature and specific humidity are identified as the most relevant input relationships for the clustering algorithm, especially in the Mediterranean region. FLS life-cycle regimes are further presented at a regional scale, outlining the applicability of the derived FLS life-cycle regimes to future regional process-oriented FLS life-cycle studies.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The occurrence and life cycle, that is, formation and dissipation times, of fog influence the natural and anthropogenic environment in many ways. As fog occurs directly at the ground and reduces visibility to less than 1 km (American Meteorological Society, 2012; Glickman, 2000), it poses a threat to traffic on the ground, at sea, and in the air (Dietz et al., 2019; Knieringer et al., 2019; Leigh et al., 1998; Pagowski et al., 2004). In addition, the occurrence of fog reduces the accuracy of the prediction of solar power production (Köhler et al., 2017). Fog is a crucial water source and transport agent for nutrients for several ecosystems around the world, such as the Namib desert (Gottlieb et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2020) or forests (Berry et al., 2015; Dawson, 1998; Pohl et al., 2021). Furthermore, fog is influenced by the underlying land-surface type. An enhancement of fog occurrence has been found over
In this study, FLS life-cycle regimes are identified based on the relationships of the FLS life cycle to environmental conditions using a novel data set of FLS formation and dissipation time (Pauli et al., 2022b) and ERA5 reanalysis data (Hersbach, 2016) in a hierarchical clustering approach over central Europe. The results are analyzed further using a tree-based machine-learning model with the aim of identifying the most relevant input relationships for the clustering algorithm. The guiding hypothesis of the study is that the extracted FLS life-cycle regimes show dependences on the geographical setting, and climate and regimes can help to distinguish regions of different types of FLS (i.e., advected FLS, radiation fog). This analysis contributes to the understanding of the geographical distribution of FLS life-cycle regimes over central Europe. The identified FLS life-cycle regimes provide a basis for a regionally targeted analysis of mechanisms driving different FLS types.

2 | DATA AND METHODS

2.1 | Fog and low stratus formation and dissipation time data set

The basis of this study is a satellite-based FLS formation and dissipation time data set which contains information on the timing of the formation and dissipation of FLS for the years 2006–2015 over central Europe. This data set has been created by objectively identifying FLS formation and dissipation on a pixel-by-pixel basis and for each identified FLS event using logistic regression (Pauli et al., 2021; Pauli et al., 2022a). The data basis for this approach, described in Pauli et al. (2022b), is an FLS data set derived from the Meteosat Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI: Egli et al., 2017) with a spatial resolution of 5 km over central Europe. This FLS data set has been created using the satellite-based operational fog observation scheme (SOFOS) by Cermak (2006), which detects FLS using a combination of tests on cloud phase, droplet size, stratiformity, and cloud height and has been well validated using visibility observations from Meteorological Aviation Routine Weather Reports (METARs).

Using FLS formation and dissipation time from Pauli et al. (2022b) as a basis for this study makes it possible to cluster specifically with respect to the FLS life cycle as opposed to using FLS occurrence (in h−day−1) as a data basis.

The FLS formation and dissipation times used in this study are given as the fraction of daytime (night-time) length for FLS formation and dissipation occurring during the day (night). To make the times of FLS formation and dissipation comparable across seasons and regions, forests (Pauli et al., 2022a), whereas fog cover is reduced in urban areas (Fuchs et al., 2022; Gautam & Singh, 2018).

Fog can be classified into different fog types, with the classification depending mainly on the processes leading to the formation of fog (Cotton et al., 2011; Gultepe et al., 2007). The most studied fog type is radiation fog, which forms as a result of nocturnal cooling and dissipates due to the absorption of solar radiation (“burn-off”) as well as the increasing magnitude of the sensible heat flux after sunrise (Bergot, 2016; Haeffelin et al., 2010; Roach, 1995; Steeneveld & de Bode, 2018; Wærsted et al., 2019). Another common and well-studied fog type is advection fog, which forms through the advection of a moist air mass over a surface with a different temperature (Cotton et al., 2011; Gultepe et al., 2007; Pérez-Díaz et al., 2017). Thus one of the major differences from radiation fog is that steady winds are required for the formation of advection fog, whereas radiation fog forms on-site and starts to dissipate in high wind-speed conditions (Bergot, 2016).

Studies on the occurrence and the life cycle of fog are often carried out using localized process studies in combination with numerical models and large-eddy simulations (Dupont et al., 2012; Duynkerke, 1991; Haeffelin et al., 2010; Karimi, 2020; Steeneveld & de Bode, 2018; Wærsted et al., 2019). While these studies provide detailed insights on local fog processes, a spatial overview of fog life-cycle processes is not feasible in these setups. Information on the spatial extent and development of fog can be obtained from satellite data, in particular from geostationary satellites. From the satellite perspective, fog is then treated together as one category with low stratus (FLS), as a separation of these two is irrelevant for a number of applications in meteorology and traffic safety and is technically challenging (Cermak et al., 2009). Over central Europe, a satellite-based data set on FLS occurrence (Egli et al., 2017) and FLS formation and dissipation time (Pauli et al., 2022b) exists for the years 2006–2015.

The satellite-based data set on FLS occurrence has been successfully used to distill drivers of FLS occurrence and sensitivities to environmental conditions based on a machine-learning setup (Pauli et al., 2020). Nevertheless, these sensitivities are likely highly dependent on the prevailing type of FLS, thus specific FLS regions should be separated in large-scale analyses. Existing FLS-related studies apply clustering algorithms such as self-organizing maps (SOM) to FLS occurrences and frequencies to characterize FLS occurrence in time and space (Egli et al., 2019; Knerr et al., 2021). However, these approaches are based on FLS occurrence alone and do not take into account the influence of environmental conditions on the FLS life cycle during the clustering, which could help in separating FLS types.
the seasonal cycle is removed from the data. In addition, the data set is filtered for FLS events where a pixel is almost continuously covered by FLS after FLS has formed and before FLS dissipation sets in. In the context of the study at hand, this is done by excluding more dynamic situations by only choosing FLS formation and dissipation events where FLS is present for at least 80% of the 15-min time steps between FLS formation and dissipation. This approach also makes it possible to include FLS events in the analysis that are interrupted by no-data instances, for example at twilight (compare Pauli et al., 2022b) but are otherwise uninterrupted. Whenever FLS is not present for at least 10 consecutive time steps, FLS dissipation is detected (Pauli et al., 2022b). Summarized over the complete study area, these “complete events” make up 77% of all FLS events and 64%–96% from pixel to pixel.

### 2.2 Reanalysis data set

To determine the relationship of FLS formation and dissipation times to environmental conditions, ERA5 land reanalysis data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), with a spatial resolution of 9 km grid size and a temporal resolution of 1 hour are used (Hersbach, 2016). Similar environmental features to those found to influence the mean daily FLS occurrence in Pauli et al. (2020) are used, specifically air temperature \( (t_2m) \) and specific humidity \( (q) \) at 2 m, wind speed \( (w_s) \) at 10 m, and mean surface pressure \( (msp) \). While the FLS life cycle is also influenced by large-scale dynamic and thermodynamic conditions (Andersen et al., 2020; Dione et al., 2023), in this study we focus on the relationships of the FLS life cycle to environmental conditions near the ground and at the local scale.

The ERA5 data set is rescaled to the spatial resolution of the FLS data set using nearest-neighbour interpolation. Further data preparation steps include the removal of the diurnal cycle from \( t_2m \) and \( q \), and the removal of the seasonal cycle from \( t_2m, q, w_s, \) and \( msp \). By removing diurnal and seasonal fluctuations from the data sets used, their influence on the relationship of the FLS life cycle with environmental conditions is minimized. Lastly, daytime and night-time means are calculated using the pixel-specific timings of sunrise and sunset, which are then used for the calculation of the relationships of the FLS life cycle with the environmental features. By using the specific daytime and night-time means for the calculation of the correlations, both the day-to-day variability and the changes of the environmental conditions during the day/night are accounted for.

### 2.3 Clustering algorithm

#### 2.3.1 Calculation of pixel-based correlations

A schematic overview of the methodological approach used in this study is shown in Figure 1. The basis for the clustering algorithm consists of pixel-based Spearman’s rank correlations of FLS formation and dissipation time with the respective day- and night-time means of the environmental features from ERA5. In this study, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is calculated, as it reflects the strength of a monotone relationship and is more robust to outliers compared with Pearson’s correlation coefficient, which relies on the linearity of the relationship considered (Wilks, 2006). While the Spearman’s rho obtained describes the magnitude and direction of the relationship between the FLS life cycle and environmental conditions. In addition, temperature, humidity, surface pressure, and wind speed belong to the major environmental drivers of FLS occurrence (Pauli et al., 2020), thus strong correlations in the context of this study likely also indicate a physical link.

Therefore, these correlations provide a suitable data basis to identify regions where temporal FLS formation and dissipation patterns can be attributed to similar changes in environmental conditions.

As FLS formation and dissipation do not occur daily over each pixel and occurrences depend strongly on the season (Pauli et al., 2022b), the adjacent eight pixels of the FLS data set are included in the correlation calculation, leading to a larger number of observations available. This is especially beneficial over regions with low FLS occurrence in specific months, that is, over the Mediterranean in summer. Using only data available for one pixel would likely lead to nonreliable correlation values there. Over each of these 3 × 3 moving pixel windows, the Spearman’s rho correlation values are calculated for daytime and night-time FLS formation and dissipation but also for each month separately, as the relationships might vary for day- and night-time and for separate months. As the correlations are calculated for four environmental features, this results in \( 4 \times 2 \times 2 \times 2 \) (four features, formation and dissipation, daytime and night-time) correlations per month \( (4 \times 2 \times 2 \times 2) \), thus 192 correlations for each pixel overall. If no FLS formation or dissipation occurs over a certain pixel for a complete month, for example, in the Mediterranean in summer, the Spearman’s rho value is set to zero, which is the case for 0.14% of pixels. No significance threshold is applied to the data, as removing a nonsignificant correlation (i.e., \( p \leq 0.05 \)) from the input
FIGURE 1  Schematic overview of the methodological approach used in this study. The pixelwise correlation is performed for each month and both daytime and night-time formation and dissipation events separately. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

data or setting it to NaN (Not a Number) would lead to an exclusion of the pixel from the clustering. In general, the magnitude of nonsignificant correlations, summarized over all pixels and all input features, is lower than that of significant correlations (Figure S1). Thus, the influence of the nonsignificant correlations on the clustering patterns is most likely marginal, as low correlation values have little influence on the clustering procedure performed.

An overview of the correlations used as input for the clustering algorithm is shown in Table 1. The scatter plot shown in Figure 1 schematically shows the relationship of a chosen environmental feature with either formation or dissipation time for a specific month and for either day- or night-time.

2.3.2 Hierarchical clustering

After the allocation of the correlation values into a table with the pixels as rows and the correlations as columns (Figure 1, step 2), a hierarchical, agglomerative clustering algorithm is applied to the data. This algorithm first separates the data set into singleton nodes (pixels) and then merges those nodes that are most similar (depending on a similarity measure) until only one node is left (Everitt, 2011; Müllner, 2011). This approach groups pixels with similar correlations, that is, similar relationships of the FLS life cycle to environmental conditions, into specific FLS life-cycle regimes. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is an unsupervised machine-learning technique using a specified distance or similarity measure to group the data. Here, the ward linkage is used, which aims to minimize the increase in the error sum of squares (i.e., the sum of the squared differences between each correlation value and the cluster mean) within a cluster summed over all input features (Everitt, 2011). This means that two clusters are merged if the increase in the error sum of squares, summed over all input features, is smallest compared with merging any other two clusters together. Using this approach, the error sum of squares is zero for each cluster at the start of the clustering procedure (as each pixel is its own cluster) and then increases whenever two clusters are merged.
TABLE 1 Overview of the variable combinations resulting in the correlations that serve as an input for the clustering algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental feature</th>
<th>Day / night</th>
<th>Formation / dissipation</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t_{2m}$</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>form</td>
<td>$t_{2m}^{day, \text{form}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>night</td>
<td>diss</td>
<td>$t_{2m}^{night, \text{diss}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>form</td>
<td>$q^{day, \text{form}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>night</td>
<td>diss</td>
<td>$q^{night, \text{diss}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$msp$</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>form</td>
<td>$msp^{day, \text{form}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>night</td>
<td>diss</td>
<td>$msp^{night, \text{diss}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ws$</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>form</td>
<td>$ws^{day, \text{form}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>night</td>
<td>diss</td>
<td>$ws^{night, \text{diss}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The combinations are calculated for each month and pixel.

For the application of the clustering algorithm, the fastcluster Python package by Müllner (2011, 2013) is used, as it clusters a large input data set efficiently and has been used successfully in Egli et al. (2019) to cluster daily averages of fog occurrences. The result of the clustering is a dendrogram, which displays how the data set is merged into clusters as a rooted tree. The dendrogram is usually displayed upside down, with the leaves at the bottom, depicting the singleton nodes, and the internal nodes showing where two clusters are joined together. The dendrogram further shows the chosen distance measure on the y-axis, which increases with increasing cluster size, that is, the number of pixels contained in a cluster. One of the main advantages of hierarchical clustering is that the level of hierarchy at which the clusters are extracted can be chosen using the dendrogram and the relationships of clusters on different hierarchy levels can be analyzed. To describe this relationship between different hierarchy levels, we use the word “parent cluster” in the results section to describe multiple clusters that were merged to form one single cluster. In addition, hierarchical clustering always returns the same clusters when run with the same input data, unlike other frequently used clustering methods such as k-means, where the random shuffling of the input data has to be set explicitly to receive the same clusters in multiple runs (Hartigan & Wong, 1979). To show further the suitability of hierarchical clustering over the k-means algorithm in the context of the study, the clustering results using the k-means algorithm can be found in the Supporting Information (Figures S2 and S3). The obtained dendrogram of the hierarchical clustering approach applied in this study is shown in Figure 2 and its characteristics are described in Section 3.1.

2.4 Clustering feature importance

To investigate which input features are important for the clustering procedure and if these importances vary from one cluster to another, cluster-specific binary classification models using the input variables used for clustering (Badih et al., 2019; Breiman, 2001) are created. This workaround is necessary, as no feature importance measure exists for clustering methods which is comparable to tree-based machine-learning models (Breiman, 2001; Molnar, 2019; Strobl et al., 2007). Here, extreme gradient boosting (XGB) classification is used, which is a tree-based machine-learning technique with short run times and built-in regularization techniques (Chen & Guestrin, 2016). A classification model is created for each major cluster, which predicts if a pixel belongs to the selected cluster (pixel value = 1) or not (pixel value = 0) (Figure 1, step 4).
FIGURE 2  Dendrogram of the hierarchical clustering algorithm applied to the correlations of the FLS lifecycle with environmental conditions. The x-axis displays the number of pixels contained in the chosen cluster partitions of five main clusters (bold numbers) and 15 clusters (numbers in smaller font size). The y-axis and the numbers on the nodes show the distance measure at which the clusters are joined together. The dendrogram is displayed starting at a level of 15 clusters, with points on the stems of the dendrogram showing internal nodes earlier in the clustering procedure. The dashed horizontal lines refer to the distance measure at which the clusters displayed in Figures 3 and 4 are extracted. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 3  Spatial overview of (a) five and (b) 15 FLS life-cycle regimes over the study area. The average FLS occurrence in h day\(^{-1}\) over the complete period from 2006–2015 for all five (top) and 15 (bottom) regimes can be found in (c). Country borders are plotted as a black line. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The resulting feature importances for each of these classification models indicate the relevant relationships for each specific cluster. As the number of input features used in this study is relatively high (192, cf. Section 2.3.1), separate models for formation and dissipation and for each month are created, resulting in eight features for each cluster-specific model, with 120 models overall (five major clusters, 12 months, formation and dissipation). The default hyperparameters for model training are used (number of estimators 100,
learning rate 0.3, maximum depth 6) and model performance is evaluated by calculating the accuracy score (fraction of correct predicted labels) on a held-back test data set (test–train split: 30–70). Then, the permutation feature importance is calculated, which measures the increase in the prediction error after randomly shuffling one feature (Breiman, 2001). The permutation feature importance of each feature is then averaged over all monthly models to give a general overview of the feature importances in each cluster-specific formation and dissipation model.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Spatial patterns of identified FLS regimes

The dendrogram in Figure 2 shows the last steps of the hierarchical clustering algorithm, that is, how the largest clusters are merged into one final cluster and how these clusters are related. The main analysis is limited to the five clusters shown in Figure 3a. For additional spatial detail, a finer subcontinental delineation into 15 clusters, that is, precursors of the five clusters, is shown in Figure 3b and a regional and subregional cluster overview is shown in Figure 4. To link the dendrogram to the cluster maps in Figures 3 and 4, the distance measure at which these clusters are extracted and the resulting number of clusters, as well as the corresponding figures, are marked in the dendrogram. Since the clustering is based on a grouping of parameters of the FLS life cycle, the clusters are referred to as “regimes” in the following, in analogy to other studies that have created cloud regimes by applying $k$-means clustering to cloud properties based on satellite data (Oreopoulou et al., 2014; Tselioudis et al., 2013; Tzallas et al., 2022).

Figure 3 shows a spatial map of (a) five continental and (b) 15 subcontinental FLS regimes over the study area, with (c) the corresponding mean FLS occurrence over the complete period from 2006–2015. Hence, the mean FLS occurrence also includes time steps with FLS that are not assigned to an FLS event, for example, due to frequent changes between FLS and no-FLS. The clear regional delineation of the FLS life-cycle regimes shows that the hierarchical clustering algorithm is able to group the underlying pixel-based correlations into regimes. These match known spatial patterns of FLS occurrence (i.e., Bendix, 1994, 2002; Cermak et al., 2009; Egli et al., 2017; Román-Cascón et al., 2016; Scherrer & Appenzeller, 2014) and also represent different climate regions of the study area. Figure S2 shows the result of the $k$-means clustering, showing similar spatial features but with a lower spatial homogeneity of the regimes, with all
regimes being present at all latitudes. A possible reason for the lower spatial homogeneity of the \( k \)-means clustering results could be that the \( k \)-means algorithm moves the pixels from one cluster to another, until a local optimum of the within-cluster sum of squares is found (Hartigan & Wong, 1979). In hierarchical clustering, on the other hand, a pixel that is assigned to a cluster cannot be moved to a different one (Everitt, 2011), which in our case likely leads to spatially homogeneous clusters due to similar correlations of neighbouring pixels.

Due to missing ground-truth data of FLS life-cycle regimes over the area and time period investigated in this study, no traditional validation can be performed here. Nevertheless, to support the spatial patterns of the FLS life-cycle regimes based on the hierarchical clustering approach, the regimes are linked to the occurrence of radiation and advection fog in particular, as these are the most studied and common fog types in central Europe and can be detected with the spatial resolution of about \( 5 \times 5 \text{ km}^2 \) used here. Other fog types, such as mountain fog or coastal fog, are also likely to occur in most of the regimes and are to some extent included in the discussion.

Regime 1 (purple) covers the central region of the Iberian Peninsula and parts of southern Portugal and is the smallest of the five main regimes. As the climate in this region has continental characteristics with a reduced maritime influence (Royé et al., 2019), radiation fog is likely the dominating FLS type in regime 1 (Román-Cascoón et al., 2016). For the subcontinental clustering level shown in Figure 3b, Regime 1 is based on three different regimes, one covering the more continental plateau of central Spain and the other two each covering the east and west of Regime 1 respectively (Figure 3b). While FLS occurrence in regime 1 is lowest of all five main regimes (2.1 hr-day\(^{-1}\)), it is even lower for its subcontinental parent cluster in the southeast (1.7 hr-day\(^{-1}\)).

A wide region from the Atlantic coast of southern France, over Germany to the Balkans, is covered by regime 2 (red). Besides the part of the regime on the Atlantic coast, this regime can be described as continental, with pronounced topographic variability spanning several mountain ranges of Central Europe such as the Massif Central, parts of the Alps, and the Carpathian mountains. FLS at inland locations of this regime is likely dominated by radiative processes, as FLS can form during calm wind situations in topographic low-lying areas, that is, in the Swiss Plateau or the Danube valley (Bendix, 2002; Cermak et al., 2009; Egli et al., 2017; Scherrer & Appenzeller, 2014). Advection fog also likely plays a role, especially at higher elevations, where low stratus is advected onto mountainous sites in the regime, for example in the Czech Republic (Hůnová, 2020), leading to the formation of mountain fog.

Regime 2 also covers the Landes forest on the Atlantic coast of southern France, where higher FLS occurrence over the forest compared with the surrounding agricultural land has been detected (Pauli et al., 2022b). Average FLS occurrence in regime 2 is the second highest of the main regimes considered (3.9 hr-day\(^{-1}\)), and the highest for the northeastern subregime (4.2 hr-day\(^{-1}\)).

Regime 3 (blue) covers the British Isles and the northern Atlantic coast of France. Regime 3 is likely dominated by advection fog (Bendix, 2002; Mayes, 2013), with coastal fog being prevalent in the coastal regions (Fallmann et al., 2019), and has high average FLS occurrence (3.7 hr-day\(^{-1}\)). Concerning the two parent regimes of regime 3 (namely regimes 8 and 9 in Figure 3b), the average FLS occurrence is higher in the parent regime covering the Atlantic coast of northern France.

The Baltic–Scandinavian region, the Benelux countries, and northern Germany are covered by regime 4 (grey), with the highest mean FLS occurrence of 4.0 hr-day\(^{-1}\). In this regime, FLS of both advective and radiative origin are present: advection fog can form in this region through the advection of warm air from the Baltic sea over cold land, whereas radiation fog especially forms in anticyclonic conditions (Avotniece et al., 2015; Bendix, 2002). Three subcontinental regimes form regime 4, of which the Baltic regime has the highest FLS occurrence of all regimes considered in Figure 3 (4.3 hr-day\(^{-1}\)). A prominent feature of regime 4 is that it also contains a region on the Mediterranean coast of Italy. While specific case studies are necessary to investigate this pattern further, it should be noted that the hierarchical clustering does not reassign a pixel once it is assigned to a cluster, which is likely the reason why this area is not reassigned to the Mediterranean regime in a later step (Everitt, 2011).

Regime 5 (orange) covers most of the Mediterranean and the Atlantic coast of the Iberian Peninsula, with a comparably low average FLS occurrence of 2.4 hr-day\(^{-1}\). The subcontinental regimes that form regime 5 describe to some extent the FLS types that are prevalent in this regime. On the Mediterranean coast of Spain, the advection of clouds onto the mountain ranges and orographic lifting of maritime air masses are contributing to FLS occurrence in this region (Azorin-Molina et al., 2014; Estrela et al., 2008; Valiente et al., 2011). Advection processes are also most likely the dominating contributor to FLS formation on the Atlantic coast of Portugal and Spain where moist air and FLS formed over the Atlantic are advected onto the land (Egli et al., 2017; Guerreiro et al., 2020). Regime 5 also contains the Po valley in northern Italy where radiation fog is a frequent phenomenon, especially in fall and winter (Bendix, 1994, 2002; Fuzzi et al., 1992; Wobrock et al., 1992). Further delineation of the Po valley is visible in Figure 4.
A more detailed view on the regional and subregional FLS regimes composing the major continental regimes 2, 4, and 5 is shown in Figure 4 for the hierarchy levels of (a) 65 and (b) 186 regimes. These FLS regimes divide southern Germany, Switzerland, and the northern part of Italy into regional FLS regimes, which have been partly discussed above: for example, the Po valley between 44°–46°N and 9°–12°E. These regimes are known for frequent FLS occurrences, in particular radiation fog, and can be used to study FLS occurrence, life cycle, and processes on a regional scale in the future. Such a setup makes it possible to investigate FLS-regime or FLS-type specific processes on a regional to subregional scale. Using regional or subregional FLS regimes to investigate FLS life-cycle processes also avoids the (potentially misleading) summary of processes when using large, continental regimes (i.e., as in Figure 3a). The regional and subregional FLS life-cycle regimes based on k-means clustering are shown in Figure S3 and are similar to the hierarchical clustering regimes, but with a slightly higher spatial variability.

### 3.2 Most frequent FLS formation and dissipation time of major FLS life-cycle regimes

As discussed in the context of Figure 3, the clustering procedure leads to FLS regimes with distinct differences in the mean FLS occurrence, which is likely a result of the geographical setting leading to increasing FLS occurrence in continental regions in the northeast of the study area (Cermak et al., 2009; Egli et al., 2017). The most frequent formation and dissipation times summarized over all pixels of each of the five major FLS regimes are given in Figure 5 (for the complete time period) and Figure 6a,b (for each season). A definition of the formation and dissipation times can be found in Pauli et al. (2022b). The duration of all FLS events considered in the study, for each of the five major regimes, is shown in Figure S4.

Over all regimes and when considering the complete time period (full year), FLS forms most frequently in the morning or around sunset and dissipates most frequently at sunrise, in the morning, or in the afternoon. As the underlying FLS data set is not able to detect FLS during sunrise and sunset (Egli et al., 2017), FLS events that extend over sunrise or sunset are occasionally interrupted, which leads to higher uncertainties in the detection of FLS formation and dissipation time (Pauli et al., 2022b).

The Mediterranean regime 1 shows a distinct pattern of mostly morning FLS formation and afternoon dissipation, with a shift to earlier dissipation in spring and summer. This is likely a radiation fog pattern, as FLS typically forms around two hours after sunrise, since more time is needed for saturation to be reached in the dry climate of this region (Román-Cascón et al., 2016). The duration of FLS events in this regime is generally lowest of all regimes and FLS events occur most frequently in winter (Figures 6c and S4).

In regime 2, FLS forms most frequently around midnight and during sunset and dissipates around midday and in the afternoon (Figure 5). These patterns are strongly dependent on the season considered, with more FLS formation around sunrise in spring and summer and more...
night-time formation in fall and winter (Figure 6a,b). Dissipation patterns similarly switch from dissipation in the afternoon in winter and fall to the morning hours in spring and summer. FLS events are more frequent and longer in fall and winter, whereas in spring and summer fewer and shorter FLS events occur (Figures 6c and S4).

When considering the full year, FLS formation in the maritime regime (regime 3) occurs most frequently in the morning and around sunset and dissipation at sunrise and in the afternoon (Figure 5). The patterns of most frequent formation and dissipation time are particularly interesting in summer, where FLS formation occurs almost exclusively around sunset and dissipation mostly around sunrise. This is likely FLS that is formed over the sea and advected onto coastal areas, for example on the east coast of the UK, resulting in coastal fog (Fallmann et al., 2019).

Still, the maritime regime 3 most likely contains both radiative and advective FLS events, with radiation fog especially prevalent in winter (Price et al., 2015).

In the Baltic–Scandinavian regime 4, most of the FLS events form around sunset, or around midnight. Dissipation frequently occurs in the afternoon or at sunrise (Figure 5). The average duration of FLS events occurring in this regime is high and FLS events occur mostly in winter and fall (Figures 6c and S4). The distribution of most frequent formation and dissipation time shows considerable seasonal differences (Figure 6): in winter and fall, FLS events with formation at sunset, in the evening, and during the night dominate, with FLS dissipation during the night (DJF) and in the afternoon (SON). This pattern shifts towards spring and summer, where FLS forms frequently around sunset and sunrise and dissipates...
in the morning (JJA) or in the afternoon (MAM). This potentially displays a shift of radiation fog occurrence in winter to more frequent advection fog events in spring (Avotniece et al., 2015). FLS events that dissipate during the night are found to be slightly shorter compared with the duration averaged over all dissipation times (compare Figure S4), a pattern that has also been identified by other studies (Wærsted et al., 2019). Potential reasons for FLS dissipation at night might be increases in wind speed or the advection of higher clouds, leading to the dissipation of FLS.

FLS formation in the Mediterranean regime 5 occurs most frequently around sunset, at sunrise, or around midnight. Dissipation occurs most frequently at sunrise and in the morning. While the most frequent formation time is similar over all seasons, the distribution of the most frequent dissipation time varies strongly. In winter and fall, dissipation occurs mainly at sunrise, around midday, or in the afternoon, whereas in spring and summer dissipation shifts to the morning hours. The formation and dissipation patterns in winter and fall in regime 5 are likely the result of radiation fog events, as nocturnal cooling leads to FLS formation, for example, in the Po valley (Bendix, 1994; Fuzzi et al., 1992). A possible explanation for frequent night-time FLS formation in this regime is FLS formation at mountainous sites during the night. According to Bendix (1994), a night-time peak of FLS occurrence at mountainous sites, for example, close to the gulf of Genoa, likely occurs due to a combination of a valley breeze with a sea breeze, where moist air is transported over the mountains onto the Po valley, leading to condensation and FLS formation. This also highlights the importance of considering advective processes in FLS life-cycle studies, as these can lead to the occurrence of different FLS types at locations in close proximity and under the same synoptic conditions (Bari et al., 2015).

### 3.3 Feature importance

In the following, the most important input correlations for each regime are described and discussed using the permutation importance derived from the cluster-specific classification models described in Section 2.4. This is done by averaging the permutation feature importance obtained from all regime-specific monthly models. This allows us to determine the most important correlations and thus potential important environmental drivers for the FLS life cycle in a specific regime.

The accuracy score of these monthly models (fraction of correct predicted labels) is generally high and ranges from around 0.75–0.94 (Figure S5), showing that the correlations used as an input for the clustering algorithm are well suited to separating one specific regime from all others. The average permutation importance (Figure 7) shows that the correlations of temperature and specific humidity with both formation and dissipation, during day and night, are most important across all regimes. The importance of these correlations is highest for the Mediterranean regimes 1 and 5, indicating that, in a Mediterranean climate, temperature and specific humidity are more important for the FLS life cycle than large-scale...
atmospheric dynamics. In all other regimes, the permutation importance is more evenly distributed over the features and wind speed and mean surface pressure gain importance. This may suggest that both large-scale atmospheric dynamics and near-ground temperature and specific humidity variations have a strong influence on FLS in these regimes, as has been shown for a region situated in regime 2 in Pauli et al. (2020).

4 | CONCLUSIONS

In this study, FLS life-cycle regimes have been identified based on a hierarchical clustering approach using the relationships of the FLS life cycle to environmental conditions. The extracted regimes separate coherent FLS regions, which can be associated with different FLS types. The underlying relationships of the FLS life cycle to environmental conditions likely vary due to a varying climate background and potential underlying FLS processes. The geographic extent, dominating FLS types, and FLS formation and dissipation climatologies of five major regimes are described and discussed. Two of the five major FLS life-cycle regimes, covering parts of the Iberian Peninsula (regime 1) and most of the midlevel mountain ranges of the central study area (regime 2) show FLS life-cycle characteristics primarily associated with radiation fog, with formation most frequently in the morning, at sunset, and in the night, and dissipation at midday and in the afternoon. The maritime regime covering the British Isles and parts of the Atlantic coast (regime 3), the regime covering mostly the Baltic–Scandinavian area (regime 4), and the Mediterranean regime (regime 5) have a higher frequency of FLS formation events at sunset as well as more dissipation events at sunrise and in the morning. While radiation fog events are frequent in these regimes as well, there is likely a higher frequency of advection of FLS from the sea and/or onto mountain ranges in these regimes. The most important features for the clustering approach hint towards the importance of temperature and specific humidity in regimes that are likely dominated by radiative FLS events and highlight the role of the large-scale atmospheric dynamics for regimes where advective FLS events are frequent.

The results of the study show the successful application of the cloud regimes concept to fog and low stratus clouds and extend this concept further by running the clustering exclusively on correlations of the FLS formation and dissipation time with environmental conditions. With an objective, satellite-based approach, central Europe is divided into distinct FLS life-cycle regimes on a continental to subregional level and can be linked to FLS types known from the literature. These spatially coherent regimes are an ideal basis for further regional FLS life-cycle sensitivity studies, for example, by setting up regime-specific machine-learning models to predict the formation and dissipation of FLS. In this approach, a set of meteorological reanalysis variables at the ground and on pressure levels could be used as predictors, in both cases at several time steps before FLS formation and dissipation to include the current and past state of the atmosphere. The relationships of the FLS life cycle to the predictors used can then be explored further by using model-agnostic methods such as SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) values (Lundberg et al., 2020; Lundberg & Lee, 2017). These sensitivities can then also be compared across regimes and used to explore different processes across FLS types.
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